A 77-years-old female who underwent uncomplicated laparoscopic mesh sacrohysteropexy (LMH) in 2009 for uterine prolapse presented with features of small bowel obstruction (SBO) was confirmed on abdominal/pelvic CT scan. At laparotomy, the sacrohysteropexy mesh was seen to have eroded into the small bowel causing complete obstruction complicated by ischaemia and perforation. No adhesions were present. Following resection and primary anastomosis, the patient was transferred to the intensive care unit (ICU). Although rare cases have been reported of SBO occurring secondary to the use of a synthetic mesh in LMH. To our knowledge, we report the first case of SBO directly attributable to erosion of mesh into the small bowel itself, occurring several years after LMH. Given the increasing frequency of women opting for the surgical management of pelvic organ prolapse (POP) which involves techniques using synthetic mesh, it is important to consent patients appropriately of such life-threatening risks and to equally focus on the development of surgical techniques and mesh materials which aim to minimize such complications.